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The Griffin-Williams exclton model is used to calculate the
preequilibrium contribution to the (nt2n) reaction around 14.5 MeV
neutron energy for nuolei throughout the periodic table. The
experimental cross sections for 60 < A < 209 are explained with an
r.m.a. deviation of 0.31 by including a statistical evaporation
and a preequilibrium component taking into account the competing
proton emission. For A < 60 the data is not reproduced rery well*
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f„ Introduction

She cross.sections for (n,2n) reactions are crucial to tho
neutron economy of both' fission and fusion reactors. Statistical
evaporation theory overestimates these cross-sections and an empi-
rical factor is often used /~t,27 *° fi* *ne data. 5?h8 systematic
deviation of the evaporation theory from the experimental data
indicates that direct or preequilibrium effects could be important
£ 3 7 . In the present work a simple preequilibrium-cum-statistical
model approach which takes into account the competing proton emi-
ssion is shown to explain the data reasonably well, for the pre-
equilibrium part of the calculation the average value of the
squared matrix element M * .is an important quantity. The values
of |MJ1 used here which best explain the data are compared with
those given in the literature £ 4,5_7» *n o u r .earlier analysis / 5 7
of (n,2n) cross sections we used a value of \F[\ deduced from (n,p)
data £~5j while here |fl|* is fitted to the (a,2n) data.

2. Details of the Theory
a. Cross-section calculation

The (n,2n) cross section is expressed as the sun of preequi-
librium (PS) component and a statistical evaporation or equilibrium
(Ey) component,

tr <n, Cl- S *>

- - - (D
where <% is the optical reaction cross section, its is t>e PB fract-
ion and ft« is the EQ fraction for the (n,2n) events. The quantity
S represents the depletion in EQ events due to the PS process and
is given by

S « £ in«".*> _ - .
x

where x denotes the dominant reaction modes which have been taken
to be total neutron and proton emission. The factor Fn accounts
for the competing proton emission after the emission of the first
neutron. This second stage of the reaction is assumed to be purely
statistical. In equation (1) in and £ are set aero for a pur*
equilibrium model. The improvement resulting from including the
PS contribution is discussed in section 3.
b.1 Preequilibrium decay

The absolute PE emission integrated over the solid angle in
the Griffin-Williams exciton model as given by Gadioli and Hillaso-
Coli flj is,

i
t.2

The last factor in the square brackets arises due to oharg* conser-
vation and k = 1 (or -1) for neutron (or proton) emission. Her*
a • Y2 m neutron or proton spin, 6. is the kinetic energy of the out-
going nucleon and *tn*(£) is the corresponding inverse reaction

cross-section; E is the excitation energy of the ooapound system;
U is the excitation energy of the residual nucleus; g is the
average single particle level density in the Perm! gas mod*!, for
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compound and residual nuclei; t is the number of eicitons (parti-
cles + holes) in the compound system; m is the nucleon mass? }«J*
is the average value of the squared matrix element in the intra-
nuclear cascade process t-*t T 2; $ is the value of t when equili-
brium is reached. Vaing the optical model cross sections of
Doatrovsky et al £~8_J given by ,

(4)
where ojit( f*) is the reaction cross-section for the particle x .at
energy Ex, eqn. (3) can be integrated in a simple closed form ~" "

b.2 Average value of the squared matrix element.
The dependence of |M|" on mass number and excitation energy

has been given in the form

in ref. 4. Braga-Mareazzan et al £~5j have fitted the data on
(n,p) reactions for A > 100 at 14 MeV with

N * . K*A-3 - - -CO
In the present work the data £"2j on (n,2n) reactions around 14.5
MeV has been fitted with both the above forms for |*l)\ The excita-
tion energy E of the compound system varies somewhat over the range
of the data owing to the variation in neutron binding energy from
19.0 to 24.4 MeV. However, the forms (5) and (6) give nearly equi-
valent fits to the (n,2n) data.

ecting the (n,np)
using the level

c. Equilibrium Decay and Second Stage Emission.
In the statistical evaporation theory, nee

process, the (n,2n) fraction is calculated £~6_J
density formula of Kataria et al jTs_J.

In eqn. (1) the factor F* corrects for the (n,np) proceBe.
A simple approximate expression for Fn has been obtained in a closed
form /"6_/.

ra ranges from 0.8 to 1 from light to heavy nuclei and indi-
cates that the (n,np) process is important for A<65 particularly
for targets with odd Z. for many targets usually with even H-odd Z,
Sn.is about 4 MeV larger than S^ so that the second stage proton
emission for lighter targets competes favourably with neutron emi-
ssion in spite of the Coulomb barrier. The (n,p) process which has
also been aocounted for reduces the calculated cross-sections by
hardly 5# except in a few cases for A«;50. The contribution due to
the (n,<x) process, which has been neglected is still less. The
(n,3n) process is energetically allowed in only 15 cases and its
effect la less than 10$.

3. Results of the calculation

In Fig. i, a comparison of the calculation, using the |M|lof
eqn. (5) and it,« 108.3 MeV* with the (n,2n) data ia shown. The
experimental cross-sections have been taken from the compilation of
Kondaiah £~£7* A value of *t = 108.3 *«V» in eqn.{5) and Kj-5.07

in eqn.(6) gave the minimum r.ra.s. deviation defined aa,

This definition of R ignores the experimental errors which range
between 5 and 20)6. The discrepancy in different measurements of
the same cross-section is often more than these errors. Talcing 88
data points with 60<<A<'209 we find R=0.31 with the Kalbach-Cline
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form (eqn.(5) } for |Mlaand R = 0.36 with tho Braga-Marcazzan form
(eqn.(6) ). The same quantity in the case of a pure EQ calculation
has a value of 0.8B. The improvement of the PE-EQ model over the
pure BU calculation is further illustrated by the histograms of
fig.2. In 2(a) the histogram of <K*r'e /"la. is Been to peak at
around 0.75. The histogram £€] of Fig. 2(b) peaking near 0.95 Is
with M|l=» 7.64/A* M«.Vl which is the value obtained by Braga-Harca-
zsan et al £"%? by fitting (nrp) data. Figs. 2(c) and (d) show th«
histograms arising from selecting the values of |*l which beat ex-
plain the (n,2n) data assuming dependences of the font of «qns.(?)
and (6) respectively. These histograms are more strongly peaked at
and centred around the value *e«ft/<»l*u - 1.0. The fitted value
of |M!*- is smaller by a factor 1.5 as compared to that in ref. 5,
while for the energy dependence of the Kalbaoh-Cline type it is
comparable to the value of |M\X=25/(A*E ) *W* given i Q ref.4. In
comparison to our earlier work / 6/ the r.m.s. deviation is reduced
from 0.48 to 0.311 and O.36.
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Figure 1: Here different symbols are used depending
upon the excess residual energy, U« «.Ba -§n<
for small U» and low mass numbers the
calculated values are discrepant.
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Figure 2 (a): Histogram of the ratio of the experimental
cross-section to the BQ model croM-aection.

(b) to (d):Histograms for the ratio of the experimental
cross-section to the PE-EQ model croa»-
seotion with different values of |Kr•


